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a b s t r a c t
With the popularity of touch-screen devices, it is becoming increasingly important to understand users’
free-hand sketches in computer vision and human-computer interaction. Most of existing sketch recognition methods employ the similar strategies used in image recognition, relying on appearance information
represented by hand-crafted features or deep features from convolutional neural networks. We believe
that sketch recognition can beneﬁt from learning both appearance and shape representation. In this paper, we propose a novel architecture, named Hybrid CNN, which is composed of A-Net and S-Net. They
describe appearance information and shape information, respectively. Hybrid CNN is then comprehensively evaluated in the sketch classiﬁcation and retrieval tasks on different datasets, including TU-Berlin,
Sketchy and Flickr15k. Experimental results demonstrate that the Hybrid CNN achieves competitive accuracy compared with the state-of-the-art methods.
© 2019 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Sketching is widely used in daily life, and free-hand sketch is
a simple yet powerful tool for communicating, recording and expressing with each other. It has attracted more and more attention
to recognize sketches due to the widespread use of touch-screens
on portable devices. However, it is much diﬃcult to interpret freehand sketches automatically. Some of the reasons are that: 1) natural images contain abundant details of color or texture, whereas
sketches are highly abstract and only contain quite limited shape
information; 2) people may present the same object using very different drawing styles. Thus, it is a great challenge for a computer
to achieve robust representation for sketch recognition tasks.
Generally, the existing sketch recognition methods follow the
similar strategy with image recognition. The earlier methods use
hand-crafted features, such as GF-HOG [1], SIFT [2], Self Similarity (SSIM) [3], HOG [4], Structure Tensor [5] and Fisher Vector [6].
These descriptors are often combined with bag of visual words
(BOW) [7,8] to yield the global features. However, they still have
a gap in recognition accuracy compared with human performance.
Recently, beneﬁting from the deep convolutional neural networks (DCNNs) [9,10] and large-scale sketch datasets, such as TU-
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Berlin [11] and SketchX [12], DCNNs are effectively explored for
recognizing sketch objects. DCNNs can learn more distinctive features, and thus leverage sketch classiﬁcation and retrieval performance in comparison with hand-crafted visual features. The ﬁrst
attempt to utilize CNNs for free-hand sketch recognition is the
use of two popular CNNs: AlexNet [9] and LeNet [10], and the results of classiﬁcation on sketch datasets demonstrate a great improvement compared with hand-crafted features. Then, more powerful frameworks are introduced in [13–17]. The classiﬁcation performance on TU-Berlin dataset has been improved to 75.42% [13],
77.95% [16] and 80.42% [17] respectively. However, it is still far behind the accuracy of natural RGB image recognition.
The key issue in sketch recognition is to learn distinctive and
powerful features. So far, most models only consider the appearance information, e.g., color and texture, while few studies consider the shape information. We believe that sketch recognition
can be further improved by considering the features of both appearance and shape. Based on this, we propose a novel convolutional neural network-based architecture, named Hybrid CNN,
for sketch recognition in this paper. Hybrid CNN consists of two
stream CNNs to extract sketch features. One stream reﬂects appearance structure and the other stream extracts shape information. The success of our idea depends on the capability of extracting discriminative shape features for each sketch category. For this
purpose, we further develop a shape CNN (S-Net), one stream of
Hybrid CNN, which transforms one sketch into point set data and
performs convolutional operation on it to extract shape features.
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In summary, the main contributions of this paper are three
folds:
•

•

•

We propose a novel Hybrid CNN architecture to address the
problem of sketch recognition. Traditional models only consider appearance information, whereas Hybrid CNN considers
not only appearance features but also shape features.
We develop a point set-based deep neural network, S-Net, to
extract shape features of a sketch, which is invariant for sketch
rotation and transformation.
We conduct comprehensive experiments on two tasks: sketch
classiﬁcation and sketch-based image retrieval. Our proposed
two-stream framework achieves superior performance compared with the state-of-the-art methods.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 brieﬂy reviews related literatures. The proposed hybrid CNN is described in Section 3. The experimental results and
analysis are presented in Sections 4 and 5. Finally, we summarize
our contributions and future works in Section 6.
2. Related work
Sketch Classiﬁcation A large number of methods have been
proposed for sketch classiﬁcation in recent decades. These methods generally share the similar idea of image classiﬁcation. The
pipeline usually consists of two steps: feature extraction and classiﬁcation. First, we generate feature descriptors of the sketch. Then,
classiﬁers are used to predict the class labels. Basically, these
methods can be divided into two categories: BOW-based models
and deep learning-based models. Eitz et al. [11] ﬁrstly introduce
BOW representation for free-hand sketches and learn multi-class
SVM to recognize input samples. Based on previous works [11],
Li et al. [14,15] consider the local features and use the holistic
structure, called star-graph, to represent a sketch. Schneide et al.
[6] adopt the Fisher Vector to represent the sketch and achieve
signiﬁcant improvement in the ﬁnal classiﬁcation results. Li et al.
[18] propose a new criterion to maximize the weighted harmonic
mean of trace ratios based on linear discriminative analysis, which
can be applied on a variety of classiﬁcation tasks. Chang et al.
[19] propose a new semantic pooling approach and gains superior
performance for challenging event analysis tasks, e.g., event detection, recognition, and recounting.
Recently, inspired by the success of DCNNs in computer vision, many researchers attempt to develop deep models for
sketch recognition. Yu et al. [16] design a new deep neural network, named Sketch-a-Net, to extract deep features. Sketch-a-Net
achieves 77.95% classiﬁcation accuracy on TU-Berlin dataset [11].
Zhang et al. [17] propose a triplet deep network consisting of three
identical sub-convolutional networks, which achieves the performance of 80.42% on TU-Berlin sketch benchmark. Another related
work in sketch classiﬁcation is proposed by Su et al. [20], which
use 2D image rendering from 3D shape and collect a single view
to test the model. The proposed model achieves 87.2% accuracy on
the simpliﬁed SketchClean dataset [6].
Sketch-Based Image Retrieval SBIR is a typical cross-domain
retrieval task, where the query is an abstract sketch and the
dataset consists of natural images. Therefore, most researches focus on extracting representative features sharing between sketches
and images.
Early methods extract shallow features for SBIR. Eitz et al.
[21] and Hu et al. [22] extend the BOW method [7,8] to SBIR.
Zhu et al. [23] are ﬁrst to directly augment the semantics of discrete image hash codes by exploring auxiliary contextual modalities, which boosts the performance of contend-based image retrieval. Low-level features mainly focus on GF-HOG [1], SIFT [2],
SSIM [3], HOG [4], Structure Tensor [5], histogram of edge local

orientations (HELO) [24] and SHELO [25]. Proposed by Shechtman
and Irani [3], self-similarity (SSIM) captures the salient sketch geometric structure computed on repeated patch patterns. Meanwhile,
SSIM is closely related to ensemble matching with the potential
for different visual domains, e.g., sketches, paintings and drawings. Moreover, many works also attempt to obtain middle-level
features. Belongie et al. [26] propose a novel descriptor named
shape context, which uses the point correspondence to estimate
an alignment transform. Cao et al. [27] employ mid-level structure and ﬁrstly develop inverse index structure for scalable SBIR.
Qi et al. [28] propose Perceptual Edge to describe sketches, which
has achieved higher performance in cluttered scenes. Some other
works extract features on the line segments and circular arcs. Xiao
and Co-authors [29,30] extract shape words from sketches and perform Chamfer matching to ﬁnd the query results.
Due to the success of DCNNs, researchers have also developed powerful deep learning-based approaches which are capable
of modeling high-level features for sketches. Qi et al. [31] train
a Siamese CNN, which calculates similarity between free-hand
sketches and edge-maps generated from corresponding images. Tu
et al. [32] employ a triplet CNN: an anchor branch, which is used
as the reference object; one branch represents positive examples,
which should be similar to the anchor; the other branch represents negative examples, which should be as different as possible
to the anchor. Experimental results on real datasets indicate that
deep features show superior performance on SBIR compared with
hand-crafted descriptors.
Shape Feature Descriptor Shape feature is widely used in many
vision tasks, such as shape matching and classiﬁcation. We can
use shape feature to recognize and understand physical structures
of objects. A large number of methods for shape similarity have
been proposed. Generally, shape descriptors can be divided into
two main categories: (1) image-based descriptors; (2) silhouettebased descriptors.
Image-based methods mainly include contour-based descriptor and region-based descriptor. Contour-based descriptors usually rely on boundary information of a shape. The most popular
contour-based descriptors are curvature scale-space based descriptor [33,34], visual parts based correspondence [35,36], and wavelet
shape descriptor [37]. In contrast, region-based methods consider
the whole area of the object, and commonly use moment description to represent a shape, such as Fourier-based descriptors [38–
40] and Zernike Moments [41].
Some methods focus on silhouette-based descriptor [26,42]. The
idea is using point-set to match two different shapes. Belongie
et al. [26] present a novel approach named shape context, and
corresponding points on two similar shapes have similar shape
context. The shape context describes the relative spatial distribution (distance and orientation) of landmark points around feature
points, thus offering a globally discriminative representation. Following the above methods, Ling and Jacobs [42] use the innerdistance to extend the shape context for shape matching. It uses
inner-distance to measure two shapes. The experiments demonstrate that the shape structure captured by inner-distance is better
than the Euclidean distance.
Although deep learning-based models have been successful in
image recognition, a few techniques based on deep models have
been developed for learning shape features. We divide them into
two categories: generative model and discriminative model. The
former mainly includes deep belief networks [43] and the autoencoder [44,45]. The latter adopts deterministic layers, i.e., feedforward neural networks [46]. These DCNNs perform shape feature
extraction on the regular grid data. However, it is not suitable to
represent a shape in a regular grid format, because the regular gird
data can not represent the relations between different segments
of the shape. Therefore, in order to get powerful shape features,
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Fig. 1. The framework of Hybrid CNN with convolution neural network and the visualization of two-branch architecture. The ﬁrst branch extracts appearance feature and
the second branch extracts shape feature. A classiﬁer, such as SVM, is applied to the concatenated feature obtained from the two branches for sketch classiﬁcation. Answer
of the proposed system to the input sketch is shown on the SBIR task. Note that the result set contains a very high percentage of airplanes as probably desired.

we ﬁrst transform a sketch into a set of points, and then describe
shape information by using point-set based convolutional neural
networks. Finally, we combine the appearance and shape information to obtain the distinctive features by two stream CNNs architecture.
3. The proposed method
In this section, we illustrate the Hybrid CNN architecture consisting of two branches, and then we give the details of each part.
3.1. Pipeline of hybrid CNN
Sketch can naturally be described by both appearance and
shape information. Therefore, we propose a two-branch CNN (Hybrid CNN) which combines appearance and shape information. The
pipeline of Hybrid CNN is given in Fig. 1. The ﬁrst branch named
appearance CNN (A-Net) is to extract the appearance features, and
the second branch (S-Net) is responsible for extracting shape features.
It is noted that two neural networks have different input types.
The original sketch is directly used as the input of A-Net, and then
we extract convolutional features and feed these feature vectors to
fully connected layers. The output of A-Net is probabilities of each
object class. On the other hand, in order to obtain distinctive shape
features, we ﬁrst sample a number of points from a sketch. Then
we use stacked layers, including alignment, multi-layer perceptron
(MLP) and pooling, to extract feature vectors as shape representation. The details of S-Net are described in Section 3.3.
Once the A-Net and S-Net have been trained separately, we can
obtain both appearance features and shape features. Then, we normalize two feature vectors independently and concatenate them to
obtain hybrid feature representation. Finally, the concatenated hybrid features are used for sketch recognition tasks, including sketch
classiﬁcation and SBIR. For sketch classiﬁcation, the hybrid features
are fed into a SVM classiﬁer. For SBIR, we extract the feature vector
of a query sketch and edge-maps generated from image datasets,
and then we compare the distance to get the ranking results. As
validated by our experiments on sketch classiﬁcation and retrieval
tasks, the representation of hybrid features is very powerful due to
the consideration of both appearance and shape information.

Table 1
The parameter setting of A-Net.
Type

Filter size

Filter num

Stride

Output size

Input
Conv
Max-Pooling
Conv
Conv
Max-Pooling
Conv
Conv
Conv
Conv
Max-Pooling
Conv
FC1
FC2
FC3

15 × 15
3×3
5×5
3×3
3×3
3×3
3×3
3×3
3×3
3×3
7×7
1×1
1×1
1×1

64
128
128
2
256
256
256
256
2
512
512
4096
250

3
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

225 × 225
71 × 71
35 × 35
31 × 31
31 × 31
15 × 15
15 × 15
15 × 15
15 × 15
15 × 15
7×7
1×1
1×1
1×1
1×1

3.2. First branch of hybrid CNN
We design A-Net to describe the appearance information. Since
there have been a number of efforts in the development of
deep neural networks to extract appearance features, we follow
AlexNet [9] to build our A-Net. The detailed parameter setting is
shown in Table 1.
3.3. Second branch of hybrid CNN
The architecture of S-Net is inspired by shape matching in 2D
shape [20,26,47] and it preserves local neighborhood for points of
shape boundaries. Thus, we ﬁrst transform a sketch into a set of
points and then extract the point-set based features [48–50] to
represent the shape information. Whereas the shape feature represented by point-set is different from other descriptors, and it needs
to overcome the following diﬃculties:
- Invariance under sketch deformation. It is very common that
different people draw the same image but the result has
a variety of styles. Thus, the learned representation from
sampling points should be invariant for shape rotation and
translation from different styles.
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Fig. 2. Visualization of the S-Net network architecture. For the input sketch, the shape is depicted by red points. In its outputs, the S-Net network yields probabilities for
each of the object categories.

Fig. 3. The process of input alignment is calculated by 2 × 2 aﬃne transformation
matrix. First, the input of sketch is S × 2, e.g., if we sample 512 points on the sketch,
the input is 512 × 2 matrix. Second, we use 2 × 2 transform matrix to multiply the
input, the return value will be 512 × 2.

- Invariance for sampling order. Compared with traditional
CNNs dealing with regular grid data, we extract a large number of points to describe a sketch. However, the points are
often sampled from different starting points, which results
in different point perturbations for the same sketch.
To overcome the problems, we propose a uniﬁed architecture
named S-Net, which is visualized in Fig. 2. The model consists of
six processing stages to generate a global shape descriptor. S-Net
takes point-set as input and outputs the corresponding class labels. First, because the input of S-Net is point-set, we design a preprocessing stage to generate point-set for each sketch. Second, we
align the input point-set to a canonical space before feature extraction. Third, we extract features by a MLP network. Fourth, we
predict another aﬃne transformation matrix and align the pointset in feature space. Fifth, we use a MLP, a pooling and fully connected layers to extract high-level shape features for sketches. We
will describe each stage sequentially.
3.3.1. Pre-processing stage
For the original sketches, we resize them to the size of
225 × 225 (stroke is represented by 0 and background is represented by 1). We then need to select a subset of points for the
sketches X = {x1 , x2 , . . . , xn }. The point-sets can be selected randomly, but we ﬁnd that it is advantageous to make sure the sample
points have a certain minimum distance between different points.
Thus, we choose a subset of points by iterative farthest point sampling (FPS). Compared with random sampling for all the points,
this strategy has a better coverage for a sketch and guarantees the
sampling as uniformly as possible. In our architecture, we sample
512 points on each sketch and each point is represented by two
coordinates (x, y).
3.3.2. Stage 1 and Stage 3—Alignment
The semantic information of points sampled from sketches
should be invariant to certain geometric transformations, e.g., rotation and transformation. The question is how to solve the problems to align the different point-set to a canonical space before we
extract sketch feature.
We design an alignment network to predict a 2 × 2 aﬃne transformation matrix, and then we can multiply the input point-set
by the estimated transformation matrix directly to align the input
space. As shown in Fig. 3, we realize the alignment network by using a MLP network. The output size of each layer is 64, 128, 256,
512 and 1024, respectively. Then, a max pooling and three fully
connected layers with output size 1024, 512 and 256 are attached.

In addition, the alignment stage can be further extended to the
feature space. On stage 3, we estimate the transformation and align
the feature vector by multiplying the transformation matrix. The
architecture of alignment on feature space resembles the alignment on input space, but the dimension of transformation matrix
is 64 × 64. It is also composed of basic modules such as MLP, max
pooling and fully connected layers.
Considering the diﬃculty of optimization when the transformation matrix of feature space has much higher dimension than the
original input space, we follow Charles et al. [49] to add a regularization term to cross-entropy as the training loss function.

 = J (θ ) + ∗L

(1)



m
k
1 
exp(ak )
J (θ ) = −
1(y(i ) = j ) log c
m
∗
k =1 exp (ak∗ )


(2)

i=1 j=1

L = ||I − MMT ||22

(3)


where  is the regularization weight of L. ak = j wk j z j and zj
is the output of hidden unit j. I is the input and M represents
the feature alignment matrix predicted by aliment network. The
orthogonal transformation remains the original information. Thus,
the optimization becomes stable and the model will achieve better performance by adding regularization in the loss function as
demonstrated in the experiment.
3.3.3. Stage 2 and Stage 4—MLP
Each MLP consists of no less than three layers, including one
input layer, more than one hidden layer and one output layer. In
our MLP, we set two hidden layers with neuron sizes both 64 and
64 on stage 2. Meanwhile we set ﬁve hidden layers on stage 4 with
neuron sizes 64, 128, 256, 512 and 1024, respectively.
3.3.4. Stage 5—Pooling
As described in [51], the orderless of points is crucial for shape
descriptor. In order to achieve the invariant of sampled point-set,
we use max pooling to aggregate the information from all points.
Here, max pooling takes n vectors as input, which is calculated by
the former MLP module. Thus, we get a new vector, which is further fed into the fully connected layers.
3.3.5. Stage 6—fully connected layers
The fully connected layers have full connections to the output
of the previous layer. It simply multiplies the input by a weight
matrix and adds a bias offset. There are three fully connected layers in our S-Net. The output of the third layer is the number of
sketch categorization.
3.4. Hybrid CNN for sketch classiﬁcation
After training A-Net and S-Net separately, a fusion process is
used to integrate the appearance features and shape features, i.e.
app
shape
concatenation of Ffc and Ffc
with 1 normalization, denoted
2

by “F + ”.



F + ← F app
, F shape
fc
fc
2

2



2

(4)
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We apply the hybrid feature representation to the sketch classiﬁcation task. We train a binary SVM for each category independently. At test time, we directly use fusion features of each sketch
and get prediction scores for each category. The details of sketch
classiﬁcation will be presented in Section 4.
3.5. Hybrid CNN for sketch retrieval
We further evaluate hybrid features on SBIR task. First, we use
gPb [52] to extract edge-maps from natural image datasets. Then,
we use Hybrid CNN to extract features independently on the generated edge-maps and the querying sketch. Finally, we use KNN
classiﬁer with Euclidean distance to retrieve the top k candidate
images for the sketch query. Retrieval performance of Hybrid CNN
will be discussed in Section 5.
4. Sketch classiﬁcation experiment
In this section, we evaluate our proposed Hybrid CNN on sketch
classiﬁcation task. We ﬁrst give a description of datasets that are
used to verify our method. Then we report the performance and
discuss the results in details.
4.1. Datasets
We train and evaluate Hybrid CNN on two sketch datasets: TUBerlin dataset [11] and Sketchy dataset [12].
- TU-Berlin for classiﬁcation. TU-Berlin benchmark is ﬁrst proposed for the aim of sketch recognition and classiﬁcation.
The dataset is composed of 20,0 0 0 hand-drawn sketches
drawn by non-experts and contains 250 object categories,
which covers most of the daily objects, e.g. airplane, turtle,
bathtub and bicycle. The size of each sketch is 1111 × 1111.
For each category, the author collects 80 sketch images. The
human performance on this dataset is 73%.
- Sketchy for classiﬁcation. Sketchy is a recent ﬁne-grained
dataset, which spans 125 categories and consists of 12,500
unique photographs of objects. The dataset also consists of
75,471 human sketches of objects inspired by those photographs. We use 50 sketches from each category for testing
and the remaining sketches are used for training.
4.2. Implementation details
We train the model using SGD on TensorFlow. For A-Net, we use
a learning rate of 0.01, momentum of 0.9, and a batch size of 64.
We decrease α ← 0.3α every epoch and terminate the optimization
after 15 epochs. Bias terms are initialized of 0.1 and initial weights
are distributed as a Gaussian with σ = 0.01 and μ = 0.
For S-Net, we use dropout with keeping ratio of 0.7 on the last
three fully connected layers. The decay rate for batch normalization starts from 0.5 and is gradually increased to 0.99. We use
adam optimizer with a learning rate of 0.001, momentum of 0.9,
and batch size of 64. The learning rate is divided by 2 every 5
epochs. A complete model takes 2–4 hours to converge with Titan
XP GPU.

Fig. 4. Classiﬁcation accuracies of different features using (a) TU-Berlin dataset (b)
Sketchy dataset.

Hybrid CNN is compared with seven state-of-the-art baselines,
which can be divided into two categories based on the type of
features they use to represent sketches. One is hand-engineered
features, and the other is deep learning-based features. For these
hand-crafted features, we use Fisher Vector [6], SSIM [3] and Eitz
(SVM soft and hard) [11] as the baselines. For deep features, we
select Network in Network [53], VGGnet [54], SketchNet [17] and
DVSF [55] to serve as the baselines.

4.3. Comparison with state-of-the-art methods

4.4. Experiment analysis

We follow the related work [11] and select different number
of sketches of each category for training. Thus, we form 9 kinds of
training splits, e.g., we randomly choose 8, 16, 24, 32, 40, 48, 56, 64
and 72 sketches as the training dataset of each class. Furthermore,
we randomly select 10% from the remaining data as the validation
dataset in order to estimate robust model parameters.

According to Fig. 4, we can draw several conclusions from the
results.
•

Our proposed Hybrid CNN consistently outperforms the baselines and the performance reaches 84.42% and 82.74% on TuBerlin and Sketchy, respectively. This can demonstrate the im-
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Table 2
Evaluation of different branches on TU-Berlin dataset.

•

•

Model

Classiﬁcation accuracy

A-Net
S-Net
Hybrid CNN

80.02
69.87
84.42

portant role of shape features to predict the category of each
sketch.
We can ﬁnd that the performance of deep features, e.g., NIN
and VGGNet are not always consistently higher. For example,
when the number of training sketches is less than 50, NIN is
higher than VGGNet. However, when the number of training
sketches is larger than 50, VGGNet is higher than NIN. The reason may be over-ﬁtting due to the limited number of training
sketches for each category. But Hybrid CNN is superior to the
baselines on all training set size.
We can observe that the overall performance of hand-crafted
features on the TU-Berlin and Sketchy is worse than deep features. Moreover, the performance of deep features is much
higher than human when trained with enough training sketch
images. For example, when the number of training sketches for
each category is 45, the classiﬁcation accuracy is 73.54% using SketchNet, which achieves super-human recognition performance. Hybrid CNN achieves the comparable performance only
using 35 training samples. The competitive accuracy of Hybrid
CNN suggests that considering shape information is of great
beneﬁt to sketch classiﬁcation.

4.5. Further analysis
In this section, we analyze the effect of several parameters of
our method on two datasets: TU-Berlin and Sketchy datasets.
4.5.1. Shape ablation studies
We investigate the classiﬁcation performance with and without shape features on Sketchy. As shown in Fig. 5, when combining shape features, classiﬁcation accuracy of more than 50% categories is higher than 70%, and the accuracy of 7 categories is below 45%. Furthermore, when adding shape features extracted by
S-Net, sketch classiﬁcation accuracy for most categories is signiﬁcantly improved, and the overall accuracy is raised from 78.61% to
82.74%.
To further evaluate the impact of shape features, we give an
ablation study as shown in Fig. 6. We use t-SNE [56] to embed the
global 6144-D feature vector extracted from Hybrid CNN into a 2D
space to visualize hybrid features.
Fig. 6a shows the 2D embedding feature space on the test
dataset of TU-Berlin. Obviously, when we consider shape features,
the similar sketches can be well separated according to the corresponding semantic categories. On the contrary, if we remove shape
features, the feature distribution in Fig. 6b is overlapping in the
center area, which brings out signiﬁcant drop of classiﬁcation performance compared with the consideration of shape feature.
4.5.2. Evaluation of different branches
We use A-Net and S-Net to evaluate the classiﬁcation accuracy
respectively. Table 2 shows that the performance of S-Net is lower
than that of A-Net. However, when combined with the shape information, our Hybrid CNN outperforms the A-Net by about 4.4%.
These results demonstrate that extracting discriminative shape features could boost the performance of sketch classiﬁcation.
4.5.3. Using different networks
We perform the experiments based on several deep models,
including VGGNet and GoogLeNet. Table 3 presents the results

Fig. 5. Sketch classiﬁcation performance by Hybrid CNN on Sketchy (a) without
shape feature (b) with shape feature.

Table 3
Training different networks and evaluating the effects of feature fusion. The result is classiﬁcation accuracy on TU-Berlin
dataset.
Model

Classiﬁcation accuracy

A-Net
VGGNet
GoogLeNet
Hybrid CNN
Hybrid CNN (VGGNet+S-Net)
Hybrid CNN (GoogLeNet+S-Net)

80.02
80.81
81.12
84.42
84.76
85.07

on TU-Berlin dataset. We observe that the models consistently
achieve better performance when neural network goes deeper.
The VGGNet+S-Net and GoogLeNet+S-Net improve the accuracy by
0.34% and 0.65% over the original Alexnet+S-Net respectively. This
suggests that we can further leverage the performance of Hybrid
CNN by simply employing more powerful deep models for A-Net
branch.
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Table 5
Effects of regularization weight . The result is classiﬁcation accuracy on TU-Berlin dataset.
Regularization weight 

Classiﬁcation accuracy

0.005
0.01
0.03
0.06

83.71
84.42
83.86
82.67

Fig. 7. Visualization with the variation of points.

Fig. 6. We use t-SNE technique to visualize the features on TU-Berlin test dataset.
Different colors represent different categories, and the dash box ampliﬁes the distribution of some sketches. (a) 2D embedding visualization of sketch features combined with shape feature. (b) 2D embedding visualization of sketch features without
shape feature.
Table 4
Effect of feature alignment. The result is classiﬁcation accuracy on TU-Berlin dataset.
Alignment

Classiﬁcation accuracy

none
+input(2 × 2)
+feature+reg(64 × 64)
+all

82.67
83.15
83.06
84.42

4.5.4. Impact of parameters
Feature Alignment. An important factor of our model is feature
alignment used in the S-Net. We demonstrate the effects of input alignment and feature alignment for the classiﬁcation accuracy
on TU-Berlin in Table 4. We can see that the architecture without alignment also achieves a comparable performance. On the one
hand, if we add input alignment, the performance boosts about
0.78%. On the other hand, if we further add the feature alignment and regulation in the loss function, the performance is about
83.06% compared with original 82.37%. Finally, if we add two alignments, the ﬁnal accuracy is 84.42% and has a signiﬁcant improvement about 2.05%.
Regularization Parameter. The regularization parameter could
also inﬂuence the classiﬁcation performance. Therefore we perform
an experiment to investigate the impact of regularization parameter . As shown in Table 5, we vary  from 0.005 to 0.06, ﬁnding
that  = 0.01 achieves the best accuracy on TU-Berlin dataset.
4.5.5. Robustness test
Number of Input Points. We investigate the effect of the number of input points on sketch classiﬁcation. Fig. 7 shows some examples of different number of input points. We evaluate the classiﬁcation performance on TU-Berlin and Sketchy, and we summa-

Fig. 8. Classiﬁcation accuracy performance with respect to the variation of point
number on TU-Berlin and Sketchy.

rize the results in Fig. 8. Note that the accuracy of Hybrid CNN at
512 input points is on par with 1024 input points, and the performance saturates when the number of points is around 10 0 0 points.
Thus, to reduce the time complexity of calculation, we set 512 input points in all the experiments. Moreover, as shown in Fig. 8,
when the number of input points is further reduced to 256, 128,
64 and 32, the accuracy drops drastically.
Negative Data Points. In order to investigate the inﬂuence of
the negative data points, we add Gaussian noise to each point independently with different perturbation noise standard for training
on TU-Berlin and Sketchy datasets. Fig. 9 illustrates several noisy
data point samples, and Fig. 10 shows the classiﬁcation results. As
shown in Fig. 10, our proposed Hybrid CNN still has higher than
80% and 83.5% accuracy on Sketchy and TU-Berlin datasets respectively, even when the noise standard reaches 0.05. The results suggest that our method is robust to the Gaussian noise. Obviously,
how to improve the robustness for negative samples is an important issue, thus many efforts try to alleviate the effects of negative samples. For example, in [57], the authors assign the negative
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Table 6
SBIR comparison results (MAP) on the Sketchy benchmark.
Methods

MAP

HOG [4]
GF-HoG [1]
SHELO [25]
Sketch-a-Net [59]
Siamese CNN [31]
GN Triplet [12]
Hybrid CNN(without shape feature)
Hybrid CNN(with shape feature)

0.115
0.157
0.161
0.208
0.481
0.529
0.553
0.574

Table 7
SBIR comparison results (MAP) on the Flickr15K-Large benchmark.
Fig. 9. Airplane sketches with different-level Gaussian noise.

Methods

Vocabulary size

MAP

StructureTensor [5]
StructureTensor [5]
ShapeContext [26]
SIFT [2]
HOG [4]
GF-HOG [1]
3Dshape [62]
Siamese CNN [31]
Triplet CNN [32]
Half-sharing Triplet CNN [60]
CPRLCNN+LKS [61]
Hybrid CNN(without shape feature)
Hybrid CNN(with shape feature)

non-BoW
500
3500
10 0 0
30 0 0
3500
-

0.0835
0.0898
0.0914
0.1011
0.1193
0.1322
0.1891
0.1954
0.2445
0.2585
0.2634
0.2656
0.2874

we rotate the results by ± 10 and ± 15 degrees; 3) we central zoom ± 1.2 and ± 1.5 times of the sketch height; 4) we
consider planar motions of sketches, i.e., the horizontal and
vertical translations by ± 10 and ± 15 pixels. In our experiment, we divide the dataset into two parts: two-thirds are
used for training and the remaining are used for testing.
Fig. 10. Classiﬁcation accuracy with respect to the effects of negative data points
on TU-Berlin and Sketchy.

5.2. Comparison with state-of-the-art methods
videos ﬁne-grained labels to capture more informative cues, thus
bringing a new insight for dealing with negative data samples.
5. Sketch-based image retrieval experiment
In this section, we show the application of Hybrid CNN on SBIR
task.
5.1. Datasets
We train and validate the model on two sketch datasets:
Sketchy dataset [12] and Flickr15k dataset [58].
- Sketchy for SBIR. As introduced above, we use all the images
and corresponding sketches to perform the SBIR task.
- Flickr15k for SBIR. Flickr15k consists of 15,024 images sampled from Flickr. They are labeled into 33 categories based
on different kinds of shapes. Thus, they get 330 free-hand
drawn sketches drawn by 10 non-expert sketchers. They set
all the original real images as retrieval candidates and 330
sketches as queries.
- Flickr15k-Large for SBIR. Flickr15k-Large is a new dataset collected by us following the Flickr15k. Since Flickr15k benchmark only contains 10 sketches for each category, we extend the dataset by performing the following data augmentation: 1) we ﬂip the sketches horizontally and vertically; 2)

In this section, we evaluate the model on the Sketchy
and Flickr15k-Large by qualitative and quantitative comparisons.
The compared methods include hand-crafted features and deep
learning-based features.
For the Sketchy, hand-crafted features mainly focus on GF-HOG
[1], HOG [4] and SEHLO [25]. Deep features mainly focus on GN
Triplet [12], Siamese CNN [31] and Sketch-a-Net [59]. Specially, for
the latter methods, we ﬁne-tune the model of [59] on TU-Berlin.
Meanwhile, we use the public models of GN Triplet directly. In addition, because there is a lack of stroke order information for the
Sketchy, we only make use of a single channel Sketch-a-Net proposed in [59]. The comparison of MAP over different SBIR methods
on the Sketchy is summarized in Table 6. Moreover, we show some
query examples with top-15 SBIR retrieval results in Fig. 11.
To further validate Hybrid CNN framework, we use Flickr15kLarge as the benchmark for SBIR experiment. For the hand-crafted
features, we further divide them into non-BoW methods and BoWbased methods. For the non-BOW methods, StructureTensor [5] is
served as a baseline. For the BOW methods, we use Gradient Field
HOG (GF-HOG) [1], SIFT [2], StructureTensor [5] and Shape Context
[26] as baselines. For the deep features, we employ Siamese CNN
[31], Triplet CNN [32], Half-Sharing Triplet CNN [60], CPRLCNN+LKS
[61] and 3Dshape [62] as baselines.
Quantitative and qualitative results are shown in Table 7 and
Fig. 12. Table 7 reports MAP, produced by averaging AP over all the
sketch queries on the testing Flickr15k-Large.
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Fig. 11. The visualization of our SBIR: ﬁve example query sketches with their top-15 retrieval results on Sketchy dataset by Hybrid CNN model. Red boxes indicates false
positives.

is beneﬁcial for capturing shape feature on sketches, which could
help improve the retrieval performance. But the lack of sketches
leads to overall performance on Flickr15k-Large fairly low. In addition, Fig. 12 presents several intra-domain and cross-domain retrieval results where false positives are outlined in red box. We can
see that due to lacking enough sketch training data, false-positive
results mainly focus on sketches.
6. Conclusion

Fig. 12. Representative SBIR results on Flickr15K-Large using a sketch as query and
sketches or images as the retrieval results. For each query, we get two results: one
for cross domain search and the other for intra-domain. Non-relevant retrieval results are outlined in red box. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this
ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

In this paper, we propose a deep-learning based framework for
sketch recognition named of Hybrid CNN. Hybrid CNN obtains eﬃcient and comprehensive representation of sketches, and the shape
features leverage accuracy of sketch recognition by 2%–5% over
the existing state-of-the-art. Based on the proposed method, we
demonstrate state-of-the-art performance on sketch classiﬁcation
and SBIR tasks by TU-Berlin, Sketchy and Flickr15K-Large datasets.
In the future, although deep learning-based features are much
better than hand-crafted features, the supervised learning methods
require expensive labeled data. Thus, semi-supervised deep neural
networks for sketch recognition will be investigated.

5.3. Experiment analysis
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As shown in Table 6, we can draw the following conclusions:
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